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PREAMBlLE

Because a group of crooks carefully designed a series of traps to sell fake meteorite on a large scale worldwide. They mainly
help them sell fake meteorite through ebay, Amazon, christies.com, sothebys.com, bonhams.com, ha.com and other
world-renowned auction companies. The core of this scam is to refuse to provide consumers with a meteorite identification
certificate.

A very weird feature of the meteorite sales model is that meteorite buyers must be very knowledgeable about the
meteorite. Experts in this field are also very keen to "teach" meteorite collectors how to identify meteorites, but no
authoritative organization provides any form of identification services. most meteorites collectors have indeed been
deceived by them. Almost every meteorite collector is keen to judge the authenticity of the meteorite and strive to become
an "expert" for meteorite identification. You should THINK about it, which woman who buys diamonds is an expert in
diamond identification? They all rely on diamond identification certificates to identify authenticity. Who dare to buy a
diamond without an authentication certificate?

Another very ridiculous act in the field of meteorite collection is the so-called meteorite naming. Most meteorite collectors
think that a meteorite named by the Meteoritical Society's Nomenclature Committee means that it was identified by the
authority and turned into a valuable meteorite. In fact, the so-called "naming" is just that the Meteoritical Society Naming
Committee announced on its website that a certain type of meteorite was found in a certain area. They will not provide a
certificate of identification for any stone they name. In fact, anyone can claim that the stones they sell are meteorites
"named" by the International Meteorological Society. Theoretically, so-called "named" meteorites can have thousands of
them, even if they are real. Meteorites with the same composition in the sky can fall anywhere on the earth, either one or
10,000 . Meteorites with completely different composition can be dropped at any place on the earth at the same time. The
so-called named meteorite has no uniqueness at all. Even if the meteorite you buy is really a named meteorite, its value is
in fact vanity, because only the seller knows how many such meteorites are in his hands. When the seller sells it to you, he
can claim that there is only this one in the world. Perhaps the real situation is that the named meteorite you bought may
have tens of thousands of similar species. For example, some named meteorite, do you know how many pieces are still
hoarded by the seller? Some diamonds can sell for hundreds of millions of dollars because there is only one diamond in the
world, and each diamond is unique. People value the diamond based on its uniqueness, but meteorites can be sold under
the same name. Do you think this is funny? Selling meteorites through the so-called "naming" is purely fraud.

These scammers use these well-designed scams to sell fake meteorite, these scammers and academic authorities bribed by
these scammers will not provide meteorite identification certificates to the public under any circumstances，because the
profit from selling fake meteorites is too high, but a legally responsible identification certificate will immediately terminate
the circulation of fake meteorites.

You may ask, these scammers cannot monopolize the sale of fake meteorites, and I can also sell fake meteorites. How can
these scammers make money in this case?
These scammers create a rogue organization-the Meteorite Collectors Association (IMCA)-to monopolize the sale of fake
meteorites. The Meteoritical Society naming committee only names their members meteorites to enhance the reputation
of these crooks, and in return these crooks claim that they only sell meteorites named by the Meteoritical Society At the
same time, these crooks also emphasized that only named meteorites sold by IMCA members are real and credible, and
only so-called named meteorites purchased through their members are real meteorites.The two rogue organizations sold
fake meteorite to consumers through this touted method.

It is very easy to verify whether my above statement is true. Just two things you can do to justify my remarks.
First, you can write to the International Meteorite Society Naming Committee and ask the committee to name some
meteorite for you and see if they respond to any of your requests. The International Meteorological Society claims on its
website that they have named all the meteorite found around the world, they are of course obliged to provide a name for
the newly meteorite. Otherwise they should state that they are just naming the meteorite they are willing to name. I have
written to this committee every day for more than a year and I have not received any response from them. Obviously these
scammers have taken control of the rogue organization, they just want to monopolize the name of the meteorite. They
only provide naming services to specific groups of people.
The rogue organization gave consumers an illusion through so-called naming-and once the meteorite is named, it means
that the meteorite has been identified by their authority. In fact, these scammers circumvented any legal liability by not
providing any identification. Please note that any so-called "named meteorite" sold by the seller is actually what the seller
claims by themself.The seller could not provide any evidence to prove that the named meteorite was named by The
Meteoritical Society. The International Meteorological Society (The Meteoritical Society) has the right to name meteorites,
but does not assume legal responsibility for any meteorites named by them.
Second, you can try to apply to join the Meteorite Collectors Association (IMCA) to test whether the organization is
controlled by scammers. Any credible organization should be open. As long as you meet the requirements of openness
and fairness, you should be able to join in accordance with certain procedures. But this rogue organization requires at least
2 of their current members to recommend you to join, which shows that this rogue organization is controlled by some
people. What's more shameless, the rogue organization advertises on their website that their mission is to prevent the
public from buying fake meteorite. In fact, the simplest and most effective way to prevent false meteorite is to provide
consumers with an identification certificate, just like the jewelry industry does. Do jewelers specifically establish a diamond
collectors association to prove the authenticity of the diamonds they sell? These scammers do not provide paid
identification services, but are keen to "educate" consumers on how to identify meteorites, and are keen to help
meteorites collectors identify meteorites with photos. as IMCA members sell fake meteorites, so real meteorites nowhere
to be sold.

It is precisely because these scammers sell fake meteorites that have almost unlimited supply, which makes law-abiding
meteorite dealers' businesses increasingly difficult to do. Because these crooks sell fake meteorites, meteorites in the
hands of meteorite collectors are becoming less and less valuable. remember! Meteorites are rare because the meteorite
that comes to Earth every year is limited, while the supply of fake meteorites is unlimited. So in order to defend your
interests, if you meet someone who sells meteorites without a certificate, please refuse to buy! In particular, someone sells
you so-called named-meteorites, please ask the seller to present a certificate issued by The Meteoritical Society.

No matter how these scammers compose beautiful lies, such a fact cannot be concealed-that is, the meteorites in your
hands cannot be sold at all. If you have a diamond in your hand, you can easily obtain a certificate and immediately sell it
on the open market at a reasonable price. The so-called naming is meaningless. Even if you bribe the International
Meteorite Institute to named your meteorites, you will find that you still can't sell it. Because you don't have a certificate! If
someone else buys your meteorite, how can others sell it without a certificate? So you bribe these crooks and name your
meteorite can only be cheated again.
International meteorology and the scammers behind it harm the interests of all law-abiding meteorite collectors. If you
continue to buy these uncertified meteorite， the meteorite in all of you will inevitably become a pile of waste rock!

This book is written according to personal experience. The purpose of writing this book will share some of my deceived
experience. It to help meteorite lovers how to prevent them is being cheated. Meteorite industry is a magical industry,
when I first contact with this industry, I was surprised to find that almost everyone in this industry are lying. In order to
confirm my judgment, I did a series of experiments to prove my judgment. These experiments confirm my judgment. I have
retained all of their emails and can testify.
In this world, there are good people, of course, there are bad people. So in any field, some people will lie, but there are

always some who are honest. But the meteorite industry really surprised me, almost everyone in this industry are lying. This
amazing fact made me realize that the meteorite industry must have been monopolized by an organization. As the
investigation progressed, I found that the meteorite industry is indeed a highly monopolized industry. But what surprises
me is that the purpose of the meteorite monopoly is very special.
Usually the monopoly pursues monopoly profits. But meteorite industry is a monster; their purpose is to sell fake
meteorites. So how do they do it?
They first monopolize meteorite identification through The Meteoritical Society.
Then use IMCA to control meteorite dealers.
Then they set up organizations like Nazi SS to protect them to selling fake meteorites. The specific method is:
A, they registered a lot of eBay account, and then use these accounts to Fake that consumers send letters to other sellers,
accused these sellers selling fake meteorites.
B, posing as a consumer reported to eBay that other sellers are selling fake meteorites. Their purpose is to drive
competitors out of eBay so they can monopolize the sale of meteorites.
C, using these fake accounts touted each other, or even Trade with each other to enhance their "credit." Some people even
outsource such dirty jobs to "companies" that specialize in such fraudulent activities. I have a lot of contact information for
this type of "company" As evidence. The picture below shows one of these "company" services. Through these dirty
techniques, they succeeded in selling fake meteorites. These deception methods will be described in detail in this book.

The secrets in this book are all the results I spend a lot of time researching. You can understand these scams at just $1
and protect yourself from being cheated by these crooks. It is value for money.
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Chapter One
Why do not they provide consumers with meteorite identification certificate?

Consumers buy meteorites on eBay mainly based on photos to determine the authenticity of meteorites. It is
obviously not a good idea to judge meteorites by photos. No one can use photos to determine the authenticity
of meteorites. The biggest difference between meteorites and rocks is that meteorites contain iron. Who has
the ability to pass the photo can see the rocks contain iron? I used to mix pictures of meteorites shot in
museums with photos of ordinary rocks. Let meteorite dealers to determine the authenticity of meteorites, they
have made a wrong judgment. I also judge all universities that are willing to identify meteorites by
photographs, and they all make the wrong judgment. If you are interested, try it out and send photos of real
and fake meteorites to an "expert" who is willing to identify the meteorites through photographs and see who
can identify the meteorites through photos.
Since it is not possible to buy meteorites based on photographs, consumers have to rely on meteorite
dealers' "credits." Many meteorite distributors on eBay claim to be IMCA members. These meteorite dealers
are implying that consumers, as long as IMCA members will not sell fake meteorites, IMCA can protect the
interests of consumers will not be harmed. Then IMCA real can protect the interests of consumers?
IMCA what measures to protect the interests of consumers? The following text appears on the IMCA's
website, "Our members adhere to the highest standards of meteorite identification and proper labeling
practices. The membership maintains this high standard by monitoring each other's activities for accuracy."
The pictures below show what's on their site.
IMCA can stop them in this way Members selling fake meteorites do? It's like getting a group of people who
are to be supervised to stop the crime by monitoring each other, E.g, let prisoners in prisons "supervise each
other" without escaping. Or allow drug traffickers to "supervise each other" do not drug trafficking. Do you think
this method is feasible?
IMCA's website there is such a text. If you request to join the IMCA, "you will need the recommendations of
two IMCA members for your application to be considered for approval. Please contact your two IMCA
members and ask them if they are willing to submit a recommendation for you." The pictures below show
what's on their site.
Since the integrity of IMCA is guaranteed by mutual supervision, According to the rules of IMCA, if become a
new member of IMCA must need to recommend by two incumbents are required to. Will new members
supervise veteran members? If this approach makes sense, then it should be suggested that this approach
be extended to the United States Congress. In the future, the new MP will no longer rely on the election, and
the new MP will be recommended by the two current MPs. This obviously helps the U.S. taxpayers save a lot
of money.
From the above point of view, IMCA is a totally untrustworthy organization. If consumers believe IMCA can
protect their interests, then consumers really naive like a baby. The fact is that because of the existence of
IMCA will lead to the existence of fake meteorites. Because members of IMCA sell meteorites without an
accreditation certificate, sellers selling meteorites without an accreditation certificate will inevitably cause fake
meteorites in the meteorite industry to flood. If IMCA members only sell meteorites with accreditation
certificate, who has the ability to successfully sell fake meteorites on eBay? Just as jewelery dealers do not
need to swear that the diamonds they sell are real, they can just show off a GIA or other diamond certification,
much less need to set up an association to prove the authenticity of the diamonds they sell.
IMCA also has this text on the homepage of their website, "Our mission can be summed up in one word,"
Authenticity. ""
If the elimination of fake meteorites is IMCA's real wish, then their correct approach is to require all their
members to provide consumers with meteorite identification certificate. If a meteorite dealer sells meteorites
classified by The Meteoritical Society, consumers should be provided with a certificate of identification issued
by The Meteoritical Society. If you sell meteorites that are not classified by The Meteoritical Society, you
should provide your customers with a certificate of their own, or a certificate issued by another meteorological
distributor. The seller proves the authenticity of the goods to the buyer is the seller's obligation. The easiest
way to prove the authenticity of the goods is to provide consumers with identification certificate. Just as you
only need to show your passport to enter the United States, you do not need to vow to proclaim yourself an
American. Neither needs "mutual supervision."
Because each meteorite has a unique weight, volume, shape and pattern, meteorite identification certificate
issued according to these characteristics cannot be forged. If each meteorite is equipped with such a
certificate, there will be no fake meteorites on the market. Even if the discovery of fake meteorites, but also
you can according to the meteorite identification certificate can quickly find selling fake meteorite sellers. And
meteorites will be subject to the protection of the United States law, in accordance with the provisions of the
United States law, the maximum penalty for selling false goods is 10 years. Using such a simple method can
eliminate fake meteorites, why IMCA does not require their members to do so? Instead of using a certificate
to prove to consumers that they are willing to take legal obligations, they would rather swore to their
consumers oath of their own honesty.

Chapter two
Why do they not want to provide consumers with meteorite identification certificate?
As long as each meteorite to provide identification certificate can completely eliminate the fake meteorites.
Why do not they do this? Just like giving a certificate to each diamond can effectively eliminate rhinestones.
Because they it is too profitable to sell fake meteorites. In order to deceive consumers in purchasing their

fake meteorites, they mainly use the following measures.
Sell fake meteorites Meteorite dealers have the following characteristics.
A, dealers selling fake meteorites have identified meteorites through photos. Because they through the photo
to determine the meteorite, the liar do not have to bear any responsibility. If someone says that 1 + 1 is about
equal to 3, anyone will think that this person is lying. If someone says to a photo that the rock in this picture is a
sedimentary rock, we can not judge whether he is lying. He did not need to be responsible for his remarks, but
he expressed his views.
And it can mislead consumers so that let consumers think can identify meteorites through photos. These
people deliberately educate consumers how to identify meteorites through photographs on the website and
judge the authenticity of the meteorites based on some very subjective characteristics. Once a consumer is
misled into believing that some of the features in the photos are "meteorites," consumption those who entered
the trap of these people.
B, another deceptive approach is that these dealers selling fake meteorites are strongly trying to dress
themselves as an authoritative person. For example, claiming to be a member of an authoritative organization.
Or claim to be a college expert. Or declare yourself and certain authorities are friends, and produce photos
with celebrities. Or claiming that they have been selling meteorites for decades, is the industry's senior
experts and so on. In short, to they dress themselves up as an authoritative person can deter consumers and
eliminate consumers alert.
C, of course, the most important feature is that they do not provide to consumers with any form of meteorite
identification certificate. Meteorite dealers selling the so-called the Meteoritical Society classification
meteorites on eBay, often the The Meteoritical Society's meteorite announcements pasted on the meteorites
Introduction section they sell, will give consumers a illusion that the Meteorological Society Meteorites Bulletin
Is the identification certificate. In fact, there are tens of thousands of meteorites that have this name. The
Meteoritical Society just tells the public that there are such meteorites. This announcement is like a restaurant
menu; just tell you there is this dish supply only. Consumers who want legal protection must obtain an
accreditation certificate issued by The Meteoritical Society.
Because each meteorite has its own unique weight, volume, shape and pattern, any form of certificate cannot
be forged, so once the meteorite identification certificate provided to consumers, will inevitably leave the
evidence of the sale of fake meteorites, so that will be subject to law Sanctions. So meteorite dealers of IMCA
members vainly attempt to convince consumers that as long as IMCA members will not sell fake meteorites,
the purpose is to refuse to provide consumers with meteorite identification certificate.
If a meteorite dealer issues a certificate for each meteorite, then each meteorite will be under American law. If
he finds he or she is being cheated, he can use his certificate to sue meteorite dealers in court in the United
States, or at least appeal to eBay to help them. As consumers do not have the ability to identify meteorites, so
consumers will be in a very vulnerable position if they buy Meteorite that without certificate. Once they suspect
they bought a fake meteorite they would not be able to claim for themselves, and they could not even prove
that they were buying on eBay. Therefore, consumers buying Meteorites without any supporting documents
are a completely wrong act. Consumers' rights can not be protected in any way, and they encourage crime.
And every honest meteorite dealers should take the initiative to give consumers issued meteorite identification
certificate. This is meteorite dealers the minimum obligation for consumers, of course, is also responsible for
their own credit, but also responsible for eBay credit. Many consumers buy meteorites on eBay based on their
trust in eBay. They naively believe that there are no fake goods on eBay in other areas, so you can rest
assured to buy meteorites on eBay. In fact, this is a very wrong idea. Consumers buying meteorites without a
certificate, even the U.S. courts can not help them to defend their rights, let alone eBay.
Some have "sense of justice" meteorite dealers often pretend consumers accused of other new eBay
meteorite dealers selling fake meteorites on eBay. They condemned the sale of fake meteorites this behavior
is right. However, they only judge the authenticity of the meteorites by photographs. Such acts are illegal
because they accuse others of being defamatory in the absence of evidence. The correct approach should
be that these have "sense of justice" meteorite dealers take the initiative to provide consumers with meteorite
identification certificate. Let consumers develop the habit of buy certified meteorites rather than cultivating
consumers to rely on to rely on photographs to buy meteorites. Therefore, all honest eBay meteorite dealers
should take the initiative to provide consumers with meteorite identification certificate, and advise others to
provide consumers with identification certificate. It is obviously a gentleman's behavior to persuade others to
abide by the law, and it is a crime to defame others without any pretext.

Third chapter
Why do they sell meteorites ONLY using The Meteoritical Society's taxonomy?
All the world's collections are based on external characteristics as a basis for classification. For example,
paintings, jewelry, coins, antiques, and more. For meteorite collections, The Meteoritical Society's
classification criteria are weird. Because The Meteoritical Society's classification criteria are based on two
very special features. The first is based on the chemical composition of meteorites to classify. Another feature
is the meteorite fall location. Both of these factors have an impact on the price of meteorites. The reason why
The Meteorological Society's taxonomy is weird for meteorite collections is that these two features are very
contradictory. Because the same place is entirely possible to find meteorites of different composition.
Meteorites of the same composition may also be found in many locations on Earth . Just as some people first
divided human into men and women by sex, then divided them into New Yorkers and Washingtonians
according to their geographical location.This is apparently absurd, because the woman in New York today can
go to Washington tomorrow.
What is even more puzzling is how The Meteoritical Society can determine where the meteorite crashed? The
chemical composition of meteorites easy to determine, as long as you do an experiment on it. Then the place
of Meteorite fall location According to what to judge?It is hoped that The Meteoritical Society will detail in their
meteorite identification certificate how they confirmed the whereabouts of the meteorites. If only based on
meteorite discovery man's statement, obviously unreliable. Unless The Meteoritical Society can prove that all
people in the world are honest.
If the meteorites are classified according to The Meteoritical Society's classification criteria, the process of
classification is extremely complicated, the knowledge and ability of the identification personnel must
extremely high, and the identification personnel are required to use expensive equipment and take a long time
to make judgments. The cost of each meteorite identification (including the cost of equipment, laboratory

supplies, and expensive labor costs) will be more than 1,000 US dollars.
so the so-called classified meteorites that sold on ebay, to ensure its authenticity, its identification costs are
more than 1,000 US dollars. I'm curious that on ebay those meteorites that sell for less than $ 1,000, how
does the dealer guarantee its authenticity?
So lots of fake meteorites are sold in the name of meteorites classified by The Meteoritical Society because
consumers usually not willing spend $ 1,000 on identify out the authenticity of the meteorites that they spend
bought for dozens of dollars (or hundreds of dollars). Therefore, meteorites dealers will never provide
consumers with The Meteoritical Society issued a meteorite identification certificate. Even if consumers
spend more than $ 1,000 to prove that the meteorite dealers really sell fake meteorites, because they do not
have meteorite identification certificate, so they are not entitled to compensation.
That's why they sell meteorites ONLY using The Meteoritical Society's taxonomy. They are convinced that
consumers will not spend the $ 1,000 price to figure out the exact composition of meteorites. It's even more
impossible to figure out where the meteorites were falling. Even The Meteoritical Society can not know it.
If the meteorite as a collection of works of art, then the external characteristics is the primary factor. Just like
the 4C standard for diamonds, all are external features, regardless of the material content of the diamonds
and the origin of the diamonds. Like Van Gogh's paintings, we do not need to find out the composition of the
paint pigments, not to determine the price of the painting based on the paint pigments. More importantly, the
meteorites can be accurately classified into four categories by using a few very simple chemistry experiments.
This makes it possible to determine the type and authenticity of meteorites at a very low price.
The figure is another idea of meteorite classification.
More suitable for meteorite collections and meteorites trade, meteorites should simply classified as iron
meteorites, stone iron meteorites, and stone meteorites. The meteorite is divided into chondrules and nonchondrites. That A total of 4 species. For the meteorite collection, divided into these four species is sufficient.
Of course, this is just an assumption that all meteorite dealers can categorize meteorites as they see fit and
provide consumers with a meteorite identification certificate that allows consumers to choose the classification
and credible meteorite identification certificate as they see fit.

Another important indicator is meteorite integrity. The meteorite is divided into five levels of completeness.
Completeness of 0-20%, 20% -40%, 40% -60%, 60% -80%, 80% -100%.
If the meteorite as a collection of works of art, then this is clearly one of the most important indicator. As a
work of art, the most important is its completeness. If the Van Gogh paintings cut into 100 for sale, this
"painting" is almost worthless. Meteorite is a kind of artwork created by nature. Each meteorite is a survivor
after violent combustion. The beauty of meteorite is reflected in its special form shaped by air. If you cut it into
pieces, the meteorite's beauty will disappear. Cutting the meteorite into pieces to sell is a savage act, just as
abhorrent to cutting the pieces of Michelangelo's sculptures for sale.

There is the integrity of the meteorite melting shell. Meteorite melting shell not only reflects the beauty of
meteorites, better reflect the meteorites old and new. The same is divided into five levels, the integrity of the
melt shell 0-20%, 20% -40%, 40% -60%, 60% -80%, 80% -100%.

Another important feature is whether to direct the falling meteorites. As these meteorites keep falling in one
direction, they can best represent the beautiful shape of the meteorites molded by high-speed air. Most of the
most beautiful meteorites are directed meteorites falling.
Due to the rare nature of these meteorites, their prices are usually 5-10 times that of similar meteorites. Since
there is no way for this type of meteorite to be objectively graded, it is only assessed as yes or no.

Chapter Four
Why do they like to use photos to identify meteorites?
Almost every agency website says 99.5% of the photos they received from the public for their "meteorites"
were fake. Every authoritative person likes to comment on others' meteorites with photos. The fact is that
anyone can only see the external features of the meteorites through photos. Who can judge meteorites only
by the external features of rocks? It's like judging who a woman has based on the length of your dress and
hair. Do not they know these truths? Of course they know these things. As they can use their authority to
frighten meteorite consumers and without any legal responsibility. So keep in mind that anyone who publicly
claims that use photographs to help consumers to identify meteorites is a liar. In fact, if you want to prove that
these liars are lying, very easy. I once mixed the photos of meteorites taken with the museum with those of
ordinary rocks. Let the so-called experts to judge, you will find these people as jester ridiculous. Once you
expose these people's scams, the only thing they can do is stop responding to your emails.
In meteorite identification, the most difficult is to distinguish the stone meteorites. Because stone meteorite
relative to rock no obvious external features. But there is a simple way to identify stone meteorites. All
meteorite dealers know this method, but they deliberately hide the method from the public.
The process of identification is. A, The wheat particle size meteorite particles, into the hydrogen peroxide
solution, and then soak for 1 minute. Then put a small amount of potassium thiocyanate particles into the
solution. You can Immediately observed that red material precipitation. So prove that rock contains iron. The
Earth's rock does not contain iron, so proved to be meteorites.
The principle of this experiment is:
1. If the water test, potassium thiocyanate did not turn red, indicating that there is no F3 + in the rock. This is
100% sure.
2. If H2O2 test, potassium thiocyanate into red, then there must be newly produced F3 +. This is 100% sure.
3. Where does the F3 come from? H2O2 is Impossible to oxidize F2 + in F2 + to F3 +. This is 100% sure.

4. It must be H2O2 oxidation Iron to F3 +. This H2O2 can be done . This is 100% sure.
5. Only the rock contains iron, in order to make potassium thiocyanate into red. This means that the rock
contains iron. This is 100% sure.
6. Any rock you pick up on the Earth surface Impossible contain iron. This is 100% sure.
7. A "rock" that allows potassium thiocyanate to become red, only meteorite. This is 100% sure.
I once published the above method in a meteorite enthusiast forum. I immediately attack by a number of
meteorite dealers. In the absence of any experiments on their part, they conclude that this method is wrong. It
is interesting that they actually intended to defame a chemical experiment.. No matter who, even if he has
great authority, he also can not deny the objective experiment. Even Genghis Khan can not order that the water
can not boil when 100 degrees Celsius. Of course, these people failed in the ensuing debate. But these
people actually have a way for network administrators to delete all my messages. Is the United States a
country of free speech? What are these people afraid of? They are afraid of meteorite lovers mastered this
simple and cheap meteorite identification method. (Less than $ 0.01 per appraisal)
If meteorite lovers have mastered this method, then just as the people can hold firearms, the cost of the bad
guys doing evil increases dramatically.

Chapter Five
IMCA is a puppet operated by The Meteoritical Society
Under slavery, who is the most evil person? The movie "Django Unchained" told us the answer. The black
housekeeper in the movie is apparently the worst person and of course the most shameless person. Under
any form of slavery, the slave-owner owes feeding a puppet to help him with the dirtiest jobs. For example,
whipping slaves, the slave-owner often do not want to do it themselves.
IMCA is just such a puppet. The words "for the purposes of this Code of Ethics," Meteoritic "is defined as a
material deemed to be of extraterrestrial origin according to standards of the Nomenclature Committee of the
Meteoritical Society and verifiable by a Meteoritical Society approved facility or approved individual. " This fully
exposed that IMCA is a dog raised by The Meteoritical Society . If The Meteoritical Society boasted about
such shamelessness speech on its own website, anyone would think they were particularly shameless. but let
IMCA this dog to spread such shameless speech, of course, the effect of cheating will be much better.
And of course more shameless remarks said, E.g, "Unclassified 'meteorites' purchased on EBay from
unknown sellers might not be meteorites." The Meteorological Society classification is just a meteorite
catalog. Just like a restaurant menu. If McDonald's restaurant do not sell pizza, then the world did not pizza this
food? When meteorite dealers sell meteorites on eBay, it is grossly wrong to define meteorites as classified
and unsorted meteorites. From a legal point of view, meteorites sold to the public can only be defined as
meteorites that have been identified and unidentified meteorites. Meteorites have been identified must be
able to provide consumers with identification certificate. Even if a meteorite dealer intends to sell meteorites
using the standards of The Meteoritical Society, they should also present a certificate issued by The
Meteoritical Society to prove to consumers that the meteorite they are selling is NWA 11109.
Therefore, the correct approach should be to use a certificate to define the true meteorite or fake meteorites.
Rather than the meteorite dealers themselves declare what they sell meteorites to determine what kind of
meteorite is authenticity. Because consumers do not have the ability to recognize meteorites, consumers can
not use their expertise to protect their interests. Therefore, consumers buy meteorites without a certificate;
Certainly can not get legal protection. So for consumers, if there is no certificate,the is a fake meteorite. So on
ebay sales without a certificate meteorite is a fraud to consumers. The Meteoritical Society did not issue a
certificate for any meteorite, This means they will not assume any responsibility. But the IMCA shamelessly
declared that the rocks classified by The Meteoritical Society were "meteorites." Really shameless! !
Any slave-owner maintains their rule through Infighting between slaves. The Meteoritical Society is no
exception. The Meteoritical Society set up IMCA . The purpose is to allow slaves to manage slaves. IMCA is
not open to all meteorite dealers around the world in order to give the meteorite dealers already in the
organization a sense of superiority and certain privileges. This approach allows meteorite dealers hostile to
each other, just as slave owners divided slaves into several grades. Special obedient slave appointed as a
steward. Obedient slaves appointed as supervisor. Ordinary slaves work in cotton fields. And slaves like
Django, who are not obedient, either sell or kill.
Those senior slaves who were elected to the IMCA, The Meteoritical Society also deliberately let these
people Mutual hostility. The following text, "Our members adhere to the highest standards of meteorite
identification and proper labeling practices. The membership maintains this high standard by monitoring each
other's activities for accuracy." Whether who these senior slaves are won in the fight, the proceeds will always
to be The Meteoritical Society. Ironically, these top slaves are not fools either. Who will offend others for
defend IMCA's reputation? So instead IMCA members and also vying to sell fake meteorites. So IMCA's socalled "mutual supervision" to ensure that the interests of consumers is downright lying. As a result, the
reputation of the meteorite industry is increasingly notorious.
The Meteoritical Society turns meteorite dealers into slaves. IMCA deprived meteorite dealers of personal
credit. Let the Meteorite dealer have to bundle their credit with IMCA credit. IMCA forced all meteorite dealers
will be as infamous as he is.
So the only way for meteorite distributors to get out of The Meteoritical Society's domination is no longer
under IMCA's control. The specific approach is to meteorite identification right in their own hands. Use their
own standards, to produce their own meteorite identification certificate. In fact, meteorite dealers were
cheated by The Meteorological Society, In fact, all meteorite dealers have meteorite identification ability,
otherwise how they prove that they sell meteorites is true? They do not need The Meteoritical Society to tell
them how to identify meteorites. If meteorite dealers do is use their own standards to identify meteorites and
issue a certificate to consumers that they can immediately change from slave to free man.
To consumers, they are also bewildered by the authority of The Meteoritical Society who mistakenly believe
The Meteoritical Society and IMCA can protect their interests. In fact, only American law can protect their
interests. The fact is that these two rogue organizations did not issue any accreditation certificate to any
meteorite in the world. How can American law protect their interests when consumers buy meteorites without
certification?
If consumers believe that someone meteorite dealer's credit is insufficient, can ask multiple meteorite dealers
to identify this meteorite dealer meteorite and issue their own certificates. It's like someone applying for a loan

from a bank. If the bank thinks his credit is not enough, the bank usually asks him to provide the guarantor, and
the bank will issue the loan if the guarantor's credit is sufficient. Meteorite dealers, if they adopt such a method
to meet consumer demand for meteorite credit, then the authenticity of meteorites will be guaranteed by
meteorite dealers between the so-called "mutual supervision" turn into"mutual guarantees." "Mutual
supervision" relies on betraying others get benefits, and "mutual guarantees" rely on helping others to benefit.
Do you think which's better?
The "mutual guarantee" model clearly has huge benefits for meteorite dealers. The more meteorites
certificate that a meteorite dealer distributes to consumers, the better his credit will be. The better his credit,
the more consumers will seek him to help. Of course, his income will be higher. For consumers, the more
meteorite dealers are willing to provide meteorite identification services, the greater the choice of consumers,
the more consumers will trust the meteorite industry. There will be more people willing to collect and trade
meteorites. then meteorite industry will enter a virtuous cycle, rather than the current vicious circle.
You all live in a free country, no one can force you to accept the slavery of The Meteoritical Society and IMCA.
For your own benefit, but also for the benefit of consumers. All you have to do is to give up The Meteoritical
Society's taxonomy, sell your meteorites using your own standards, and issue a certificate of approval for your
meteorites. The purpose of selling meteorites is to make money, you can also provide meteorite identification
services to make money . Are all ways to make money, why do not you do it? Is the law only agree The
Meteoritical Society to provide meteorite identification services to the public? Since you have the ability to sell
meteorites, of course you should also be able to identify meteorites. Since you have the ability to identify
meteorites, Why do not sell this ability?
If you use Meteorological Society standards to sell meteorites to your customers and issue accreditation
certificates, The Meteoritical Society can sue you for infringing on their copyright at any time. Because the
meteorites named by The Meteoritical Society can obviously only be issued a certificate by The Meteoritical
Society. Unless you have the permission of The Meteoritical Society, you are violating their copyright. Please
note that consumers buy meteorites because they trust you, why do you want to hand over this valuable
intangible assets?
Because each meteorite has its own unique weight, volumes, shapes and patterns, As long as meteorite
dealers publish these characteristics on their website, The certificates they issue will not be forged by others.
As long as you actively provide consumers with meteorite identification services and issued a certificate.
These certificates will certainly be accepted and popular by consumers, and the credit of the certificate will
bring you intangible assets owned by you personally. You also become wealthy by offering meteorite
identification services to consumers. The Meteoritical Society and IMCA will no longer be able to control you.
And if you continue to disregard The Meteoritical Society and IMCA to Injury meteorite industry credit ,
consumers will all leave you all. This vicious circle will not stop until you are all bankrupt. So for your own
benefit, but also for the benefit of consumers, please immediately stop selling meteorites that without any
certificate of appraisal.

Chapter Six
Interesting experiment
If I suspect the authenticity of a diamond, I just sent to the GIA (similar to the identification institutions have
many), anyone can spend very little money to know the truth. If I doubt the integrity of GIA, I can also find a
number of similar identification agencies to do the same identification. I can know the truth by comparing their
results. If any of these accreditation bodies lie, I can sue them because I have an identification report issued
by them.
If you have purchased a meteorite on eBay, or have you found a meteorite, do you have a way to know the
authenticity of it? The answer is that it is impossible.
In order to prove my conclusion above, I did some interesting experiments.

If you tell a meteorite dealer, you have purchased a meteorite on ebay and want them to help you judge the
authenticity, and their answer is usually that they do not provide meteorite identification services.
If you tell a meteorite dealer, you find a meteorite and want to sell the meteorite to them, and they usually ask
you to provide a photo. They see the photo usually tell you that your meteorite is false.

I asked a lot of meteorite dealers, their answers are surprisingly consistent. Let me doubt they are lying. In
order to confirm my guess, I bought two meteorites on ebay, two different meteorite dealers. They are
members of the IMCA.

I take pictures of these two new meteorites. Then I asked some meteorite dealers whether to buy my
meteorite, the photo of the meteorite in the authenticity, but they all replied that the meteorite is fake.
In order to further confirm that they are lying, I show some pictures of the museum's meteorites to them, they
also say that the meteorite in the photo is false.

Puzzling is that if the meteorite dealer claims that there is no ability to identify meteorites, then how do they
guarantee the authenticity of their sales of meteorites it? For example, a meteorite dealer sells the NWA
11107 meteorite on eBay, and the meteorite does not have any certificate issued by any authority, and only the
Meteoritical Society claims to have such a meteorite on their website. How do we know that the meteorite sold
by the meteorite dealer is the NWA 11107 meteorite? The meteorite dealer since admitted that he did not
have the ability to identify, then he was based on what ability to know that they sale of the meteorite was NWA
11107?

If meteorite dealers advertise they can identify meteorites, why do they make the museum's meteorite photos
also judged as fake? If they did not lie, then it proved that they did not have the ability to identify meteorites. If
they are lying, then prove their moral integrity problems. Since they can lie in this field, they will also lie in other
areas. This shows that they are untrustworthy.

According to the current sales model of the meteorite dealer, anyone can find a piece of rock cut and then
declare that the slice is part of the NWA 11107. This behavior is simply not at risk of risk. If anyone wants to
sue him, he can say, "First of all I do not understand meteorite identification, I bought from someone else.
Moreover, the sale of meteorites does not need a certificate." He can easily use this way avoid being
punished. In the United States selling fake goods, the highest sentence is 10 years. but the sale of fake
meteorites will not be subject to any punishment. Because the scientific community does not provide
meteorite identification services to the public.(The next case will be discussed. You will know whether the
scientific community is honest) The public has no way to prosecute meteorite dealers that sale fake
meteorite.

Since the sale of fake meteorite without any risk, why do not too many people involved in crime? I think the
Americans generally have a sense of honor, they think it is immoral to get money by fraud. And meteorite
dealers can happily engage in this industry, I think it may be their psychological ability to bear stronger, they are
willing to try any means to make money.

Chapter VII
More interesting experiment
Most people think that meteorite identification is a very easy thing. There are many organizations in the world
also claim to help meteorite enthusiasts free identification of meteorites. Is that the case? If you find a
meteorite or buy a meteorite, I can definitely tell you that you can not find a organizations in the world can help
you identify meteorites, even if you are willing to pay the high cost is not OK.

If you use Google to search for meteorite identification, you will find some institutions to provide meteorite
identification services (all free). But you send e-mail to them, they will not reply to your e-mail, no matter how
many e-mails you send to them. Of course, these institutions include the Meteoritical Society, although they
have on the website to let the public report the newly discovered meteorite and leave contact information.
（http://meteoriticalsociety.org/?page_id=20）
But they will never reply to any of your requests. I send an e-mail to them every day, have been sent to them
for more than 200 consecutive days, but did not receive any of their reply. Since they are simply not interested
in understanding the so-called "newly discovered meteorite", then why do you want to publish such a contact
on the site? This is an integral part of a larger lie, and I will elaborate later.

But everything has the exception, I actually received a well-known organizations of the reply. University of
California, Los Angeles Reply to me that can help me free identification of meteorites.they said: "If you would
like me to see if the sample is a meteorite, you can send a small chip to me. I'll look at it and get back to you.
If it is a meteorite and if it seems worthwhile to analyze, we can analyze it and classify it for $120.00 plus 20%
of the sample or 20 grams (whichever is the lesser amount). But first things first -- if you want, send in a small
piece, about the size of a U.S. Quarter and I'll look at it for you."

This is really a Touching answer. But can they trust? American proverb, "There is no free lunch in the world."
To confirm my suspicions, I mailed them to eight samples, which contained two meteorites that I had ever
purchased on ebay.. Sure enough, I received their reply: "I received your samples this afternoon.
Unfortunately, they are not meteorites. They appear to be stream pebbles of terrestrial igneous and
metamorphic rocks.”

This is really a very interesting result.
If the University of California does not lie, then IMCA members are selling fake meteorites on eBay. But the
meteorite dealer please do not worry about , even if I know you are selling fake meteorites, I have no way to
sue you because the University of California did not provide meteorite identification report, just "verbal"
conclusion, so I have no "evidence" to prove that you sell The meteorite is fake, so you are safe. All the
consumers are in the same situation as I am, and the meteorite dealer can sell fake meteorites at will.
Moreover I think the University of California is more likely to lie, because after I and them more conversation,
they find that I have a certain degree of understanding for meteorite , so they immediately terminated the
conversation, And immediately returned my meteorite samples. (of course, they take the initiative to bear the
cost of mail to me)
So I would like to ask the University of California to be assured that you are safe, and I have no evidence that
you are lying, because you have not issued a certificate of authenticity, but have only promised "If you would
like me to see if the sample is a meteorite, you can send a small chip to me. I'll look at it and get back to you. "
But I can be sure that there is no organization around the world to provide meteorite identification services.
Whether you want to know if the meteorite is true or false? No there is no organization to provide meteorite
identification services, so then sell fake meteorite It is safe, it is like a society without a police, the crime is
safe. Since the proceeds of crime are large, and will not be punished, why not do it?

So I think that dealers selling fake meteorites is reasonable, because the sale of fake meteorites will not be
subject to any punishment, will inevitably lead some peoples the sale of fake meteorites, then over time, those
who do not sell fake meteorites will be eliminated. There will be only some dealer who sells fake meteorites
on the market, so selling fake meteorites is obviously a clever act.

Chapter eight

Unexpected experimental results

Dealers mean ------ a person or business that buys and sells goods.
Meteorite Dealers mean------ a person or business that buys and sells Meteorites.
As a meteorite dealer, his way of making money is to buy at low prices and then sell at high prices. This is his
only way to make money, it is common sense. If a meteorite dealer sells only meteorites without purchasing
any meteorites. This behavior is clearly contrary to common sense, people will doubt whether he is selling
fake meteorite. As the earth's rocks are as much as air.
I have some meteorites intended to sell, so I first thought of those trustworthy meteorite dealers, because
only Reliable meteorite dealer will sell real meteorites, then only they will buy into real meteorites.
The owner of this site recommended a lot of trustworthy meteorite dealers, please see
http://www.meteoritecollector.org/howtocollect.html

The following is one of the words：
“If you are just beginning this hobby – there are two places you can go in order to identify reputable dealers
for buying meteorites. The first place is our dealer list at MeteoriteCollector.org:

http://www.meteoritecollector.org/dealers.html

These are dealers we know and trust – and in most cases we have already made several meteorite purchases
in the past and confirmed them as authentic from the listed dealer. We list both eBay stores and dealer
websites - both of these are excellent sources for purchasing collection pieces.”

This is really happy to find that there are so many trusted meteorite dealers. I think even if there are a few
meteorite dealers may be due to inventory too much to temporarily stop buying new meteorites. But as long as
my bid is very low, will certainly be able to impress most of the meteorite dealers. Who does not like cheap
goods?

The unexpected situation is that although I contacted all the meteorite dealers in these lists, no matter how
much I bid, they ALL refuse to buy. And even I propose to put my meteorites in them, until they will sell my
meteorite and then pay me the cost, But they do not want to. This is really out of my expectation.
They refuse to buy meteorites in general using two methods.

The first case is usually to let you send a photo to them and then tell you the meteorite is false. This situation
is easy to expose their scam. You just use meteorite photos of museum. They will say that all the pictures are
fake meteorite. This is a unique phenomenon of the meteorite sector. Whether it is meteorite dealers or
university experts like to use photos to determine the true and false meteorite. I really can not find out, in this
world, what kind of goods trading is through the photos to determine the authenticity of it. This from another
point of view, these people simply do not intend to identify meteorites, just to deceive consumers or meteorite
enthusiasts.

Meteorite Dealers another refusal to buy meteorites is the excuse that they only buy has been classified and
named meteorites. This reason seems reasonable. In fact, this is a very easy to be dismissed lies. Everyone
knows that once the meteorite is classified and named, its price will increase many times. Why do not they buy
cheap unclassified meteorites and then send them to the classification? As a meteorite dealer, they certainly
know how to send meteorites to the classification and naming. For meteorite dealers, the purchase of
unclassified meteorites is an excellent opportunity to make money. Why do they give up such a good
opportunity to make money? Because since you can sell fake meteorites, why do you want to buy a real
meteorite? Even if the real meteorite as long as 1 dollar. Then Earth rock need to buy it?

In this world can not find a meteorite dealer is willing to buy meteorites, No matter how much you bid. This is
really a surprising conclusion. Just like in this world, you can not find organization can identify the meteorite.
The question is, where are these trusted meteorite dealers getting meteorites? Even if they can find some
meteorites in the desert, they should not Refuse the purchase of cheap meteorites. If only the individual
meteorite dealers stop buying really meteorites, Maybe they have too much stock of meteorites. they
temporarily stop buying really meteorites. And the entire industry all the meteorite dealers have stopped
buying really meteorites, can only show that the whole industries are selling fake meteorites. Although people
feel incredible, but also logical, because as long as there is a person to lead the sale of fake meteorite, it will
inevitably lead to more people selling fake meteorite. And the sale of fake meteorite only a huge income and
will not be any punishment, will naturally encourage more people to join the cause of selling fake meteorite,
and not selling fake meteorite dealers will be eliminated. This is like, the Germans who support the
persecution of the Jews will be rewarded by the Nazi government, however the Germans who oppose the
persecution of the Jews will be punished immediately., then soon you will find that All the Germans became
supportive of persecuting the Jews.

Chapter nine
The most important experiment
Everyone in the meteorite world knows that both Sotheby's and Christie's and many more auction companies
selling meteorites, or some peoples selling meteorites on ebay, they all follow the Meteoritical Society's

classification criteria. Then the meteoritical Society of the classification criteria is fair will determine whether
the meteorite trade is fair. This standard is like a Balance scales (The goddess of justice in the hands of the
kind of holding).If the balance scale is forged, then any meteorite transaction should be regarded as fraud.
The Meteoritical Society declared on their website "The Meteoritical Society records all known meteorites in
its Meteoritical Bulletin". This is a very important commitment, because the price of meteorites is determined
by its rarity, and the classification of the Meteoritical Society will directly affect the price of meteorites.
Does the classification of the Meteoritical Society be objective and true?
Meteorites impossible just fall on the playground of the university, so the Meteoritical Society must accept
public to reports in order to classify all meteorites. The discovery of the vast majority of meteorites can only
come from the public. The Meteoritical Society also publishes on its website the contact information for the
public to report new meteorites. (Http://meteoriticalsociety.org/?page_id=20)
For up to a year , I use the e-mail every day to report to the Meteoritical Society I found a new meteorite. I will
change the address of an e-mail in a few days and replace the contents of the e-mail, but all report to them
that a new meteorite is found. The purpose of doing so is to let them think it is another someone else found a
new meteorite. For this I have registered hundreds of different email addresses. For example, xxx at
yahoo.com; xxxatgamil.com; xxx at aol; xxxattom.com; xxxatatt.com;and many more. I sent a total of thousands
of e-mails to them. This is to simulate there have hundreds of people who have discovered new meteorites
and want reporte to them . But I did not receive any response from the Meteoritical Society. In other words,
there have hundreds of people to want report to them to discover new meteorites, but no one get the
Meteoritical Society any reply. This can be deduced that other people in the world have reported to them that
new meteorites have been found , they will also impossible get any reply from the Meteoritical Society.
The Meteoritical Society impossible knows that these emails are sent by a person to them. if I have not
received any reply from the Meteoritical Society, which only means that they simply do not intend to accept the
public's report. Since they do not intend to accept public reports, then they simply do not intend to classify the
new meteorites that discover by public . Also proved that they are only classify that they are willing to classify
of the meteorites. Also proved that they called "The Meteoritical Society records all known meteorites in its
Meteoritical Bulletin" is lying! All people thought that the classification of the Meteoritical Society should be just
like the financial statements that based on the objective data.In fact it is like a fairy tale booked by imagination .
How incredible it is! Meteorite trading standards turned out to be forged. I have never seen so many liars in
which industry. Any organization or crowd, which must have some bad guys, but there also must be have some
good peoples. But the meteorite sector is an exception; I find almost everyone is lying. It made me very
surprised.
But from another point of view to think, and even the classification of the Meteoritical Society they also dare to
fake, then everyone is lying is not surprising.
If the classification of the Meteoritical Society is only an academic act, it only affects scientific research.
However, all the meteorite transactions are carried out according to their classification, which involves the
interests of money. If they publish fake classified information, this behavior is similar to the listed company that
publish false information and mislead investors.
The publication of false information by listed companies is a very serious crime. This kind of behavior
seriously disrupted the normal order of the securities market, so that the interests of investors suffered
losses, so the United States in criminal law also to regulate such crimes. Article 24 of the Securities Act of
1933 of the United States provides that any person who intentionally violates the rules enacted by this Law or
the Securities and Exchange Commission, makes false statements in the registration documents, omits
important facts or misleads, will be sentenced to five years imprisonment or $ 100,000 The following fine, or
both. The Securities Act of 1934 raised the statutory term and increased the penalty. Article 32 (A) provides
that a breach of information disclosure shall be punishable by imprisonment for up to 10 years or a fine of less
than $ 1 million, or both. The 2002 Corporate Accounting Reform and Investor Protection Act of 2002. (Also
known as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002, referred to as the Sarbanes-Oxley Act). The maximum penalty for the
conduct of securities fraud, including false disclosure, may be 25 years, and the maximum penalty for
companies and individuals guilty of fraud is $ 25 million and $ 5 million respectively.
If the jury thinks that the Meteoritical Society's publication of false information is similar to the behavior of listed
companies issuing false information, what is the penalty for the Meteoritical Society?

Chapter Ten
Is the Meteoritical SocietyIs stupid or greedy?
I used to see a news, there are several tramp broke into a convenience store in the evening, after eating and
drinking, they suddenly had an idea, they intend to empty the drinks， and then sell the drink bottle to waste
material acquisition station .
Several people busy for a night until the second day the staff found then told the police. I have always
suspected that this is fake news, in this world there are such stupid persons? In order to sell empty beverages
bottle they'd rather pour the drink into the sewer? Why they do not steal the drink, and then take out to sell? In
fact, they are not stupid but greedy. Because the unknown drink is difficult to sell, but the beverage bottle can
be easily sold. These people find that there is nothing in the store that can be stolen, and the beverage bottle
is the most easy to sell their items, So they at the expense of the drink , in order to sell the beverage bottle.
The world's meteorite trading volume at least every year in more than 50,000, there are many meteorites if the
Meteoritical Society, like the GIA in diamond sales, provides identification grading services to each intended
meteorite and provides an identification certificate. according to an average charge of $ 200 per certificate.
The Meteoritical Society earns more than $ 10 million in revenue each year. This is a legitimate huge income,
the Meteoritical Society why give up this opportunity to make money? Are they so rich, so they do not care
about this income?
Annual dues collected by the Meteoritical Society are about $ 50,000. This is a puzzling phenomenon. On the
one hand the Meteoritical Society give up a huge amount of legal income not. The other party is doing illegal
things, would rather publish false information neither on the site nor to provide the meteorite identification
services for public. the Meteoritical Society is a big fool ? The tramp into the convenience store are still able
to do to maximize their own interests, not to mention those peoples of the Meteoritical Society. They are
smart too much than the tramp.
So what's going on? The answer is very simple if the Meteoritical Society imitates the GIA to provide
meteorite identification grading services, fake meteorites will immediately disappear all over the world! Who

would like buy a meteorite without a certificate? Moreover, this certificate is simply can not be forged. The
meteorites Society as long as put the meteorite high-definition photos on their website can put an end to any
fake meteorite. Who can fake a rock in accordance with a photo?
At present, as long as the meteorite dealer claims that he is selling a Classified meteorites，then they can
openly sell fake meteorite. If the certificate is given to each meteorite, it will obviously hurt the interests of
some people who sell fake meteorites. So the Meteoritical Society would rather to destroy the reputation of
the entire meteorite industry, also want to protection those who sell fake meteorite . So we will see the
Meteoritical Society give up for more than 10 million US dollars / year income, but also nor to the public to
provide meteorite identification grading services. Obviously sale fake meteorite is very profitable!
Lenin once said, "The capitalists are too greedy. The Capitalists will sell us the rope with which we will hang
them." This is a true portrayal of the Meteoritical Society. The meteorites Society is too greedy, in order to sell
fake meteorites and would rather destroy the entire meteorite industry.

Chapter XI
The Meteoritical Society is a trustworthy organization?
A credible organization should have the following characteristics.
1. Open and transparent;
2. Rights should be constrained.
3. they should be able to accept the question of others, and they should explain and defend for own behavior;
In accordance with the above requirements, the United States court is credible.
A, the United States court is completely open and transparent. We all know who the judge is；and we also
knows who the jurors are; and who we know who the prosecutor is and we knows who is the lawyer. We
certainly know what the content of trial is; and what is the basis of the judgment.
B, the rights of the United States courts are subject to different aspects. Judges and juries are mutually
constrained. Prosecutors and lawyers are mutually constrained. The process of trial is carried out in strict
accordance with established procedures. The judgment is also carried out in accordance with the law.
C, any judgment of the United States court is the result of an open debate. The judge's verdict will tell the
defendant what the basis is. If the two sides are not satisfied with the verdict, you can appeal. Even if the
above is dismissed, the court will also explain to the parties in detail the reasons. So the American court is a
trustworthy organization.

The Meteoritical Society is a trustworthy organization?
The Meteoritical Society is exactly the opposite of the American court's character.
A,The Meteoritical Society is completely opaque. We do not know what people are naming and classifications
meteorites . We do not know what these people are through what the procedures to master the right to
classify meteorites. We do not know how to apply for classification a meteorites. We do not know what they
are based on what procedure to naming meteorites. We do not know what the rules they follow to classify
meteorites. Everything for them is top secret.
B, there is no organization in the world that resembles the Meteoritical Society. So they completely
monopolized the classification and naming of meteorites. They did not come from the constraints of
competitors. The right to classify meteorites also is not subject to any external laws. They classify meteorites
just to publish a result on their website. They did not offer any legally binding report. There is also no
department within the Meteoritical Society that oversees their work. The Meteoritical Society has the absolute
right and authority to classify meteorites. They are not subject to any form of supervision and control.
C, the Meteoritical Society does not accept any complaints. They did not set up a department to accept
complaints. They also do not explain any of their classification results. They also do not respond to any
request for classification by the public. They certainly do not reply that the public questioning their
classification results. We do not even know how to ask them to classify our meteorites. I sent them a few
thousand e-mail requests to classify meteorites and did not receive any of their responses. (Laura Atkins, can
you tell me how you succeeded in classifying your meteorites? Is it necessary to keep it confidential? It's like I
asked you where you bought a hamburgers. Does that need to be kept secret?)
The Meteoritical Society compared to the United States court, the Meteoritical Society is completely opaque.
The Meteoritical Society is not subject to any restriction, both internally and externally. "The Meteoritical
Society" does not make any explanation for doubt of public. So the the Meteoritical Society is completely an
organization without any credibility. Since this is a meteorite classification standard provided by an organization
that has no credibility at all, why is it accepted by all the auction companies and meteorite dealers? The laws
of the worlds do not require the sale of meteorites must according to the standard made by the Meteoritical
Society.
The answer is very simple, the Meteoritical Society classification model is very suitable for being used to sell
fake meteorites. For example, a NWA 11107 meteorite sold on eBay, consumers will mistake that such
meteorite has identified by the Meteoritical Society. Actually the Meteoritical Society only told you that there is
A type of meteorite called NWA 11107. There may be millions of NWA 11107 meteorites in the worlds. Anyone
can advertise his sale of the meteorite is NWA 11107.
So as long as you are willing to shameless, anyone can be very happy in the meteorite sector.

Chapter XII
Does the Meteoritical Society have the value of being there?
A government that serves the people should have the following three characteristics. As President Lincoln has
said, "government of the people, by the people, and for the people". The US government has all these three
characteristics, so the US government is a government that serves the people.

An organization that provides services to consumers should also have the above three characteristics. GIA is
such an organization.
The following is Wikipedia's discussion of GIA:
"The story of the GIA starts back in the 1920s with a man named Robert M. Shipley. Shipley had been
enjoying a successful career as a jeweler, but was coming to realize the unfortunate state of the gem and
jewelry industry: a typical jeweler in the US, himself included, had a surprising lack of expertise when it came
to jewelry and precious stones. He therefore took it upon himself to bring change to the jeweler’s trade, and
restore the public’s trust therein."
Please note these two priorities. A;This organization is created by a jewelry dealer.“ Shipley had been enjoying
a successful career as a jeweler”B;The reason he created GIA was:“but was coming to realize the unfortunate
state of the gem and jewelry industry”

If the GIA and the Meteoritical Society contrast, we will find, GIA born for the jewelry transactions. GIA has
founded by a jewelry dealer and subject by consumer supervision. And the Meteoritical Society is not subject
to the control and supervision of any meteorite dealer (or consumer). Of particular importance is that GIA is an
organization that is providing jewelry identification services to all consumers. Regardless of the nationality of
the consumer, age, race, sex, and so on. As long as consumers make requests and pay fees, GIA can
provide consumers with efficient and impartial jewelry identification services. And the Meteoritical Society
does not provide any meteorite identification services to the public. (No matter how much you are willing to
pay) an organization that is not subject to any regulation, nor does it have any credibility, nor does it provide
any meteorite identification services to the public,but has become the standard for meteorite trading. This is
really a very funny phenomenon!

If you compare the Meteoritical Society to a government, you will find that the Meteoritical Society is very much
like a rogue government ruled by tyrants. He only to obtain from the people, but do not provide any services.
But the Meteoritical Society is worse than the rogue government ruled by tyrants. If the Meteoritical Society
simply does not provide meteorite identification services, then the harm will be much smaller. But the
Meteoritical Society, in order to help some meteorite dealers sell fake meteorites, deliberately spread false
meteorite identification information to deceive consumers, and at the same time extortion those who sell fake
meteorite meteorite dealers. So they will be classified and named a few meteorites each year, deliberately
give the public an illusion, they are still providing meteorite identification services.Just as the tyrant's greatest
contribution to mankind is their own death. So the Meteoritical Society greatest contribution to the meteorite
community is that they immediately stop publishing false information on their website and announce that they
simply do not provide meteorite identification services to the public.

Chapter XIII
Is the meteorite dealer the slaves of the Meteoritical Society?
In the decades before the American Civil War, the biggest argument between the north and the south was that
the south thought that who was real a slave? They think the workers in the north are slaves, and these workers
are slaves for wage . How can a person who earns wages are free men? Black are here though slaves, but we
are a family ah. You look at their two couples, the wife is our wife from childhood mate, men sometimes have
several generations, catch the carriage, tube housekeeping, we are a family, we are family relationship. the
workers in the north are slaves, and these workers are slaves for wage ! So, before the Civil War is a very
important argument is that the North workers or the South of the black, who is the slave? Who is free man? In
fact, this question is very easy to answer, whether it is workers or blacks, who have the right to CHOOSE to
leave, who is free people. No matter how good others are to me, If i have no right to choose to leave,, I am the
slave. Like the movie "The Truman Show", everyone is good to Truman Burbank, but Truman Burbank is a
slave. Because of Truman has no right to choose. His life is arranged by others, he has no right to choose
what kind of life he should have.

If meteorite dealers intend to sell real meteorites, then they must be attached to the Meteoritical Society and
become their slaves. Because consumers do not have the ability to identify meteorites, and the world's only
meteorite classification and naming organization is the Meteoritical Society. And consumers want to buy
meteorites can only refer to the Meteoritical Society classification criteria. Since consumers can only buy
meteorites classified by the Meteoritical Society, meteorite dealers have had to ask the Meteoritical Society to
classify the meteorites they purchased (or found). And the Meteoritical Society has the right to ignore such a
request. That is, they have the right to classify only the meteorites they are willing to classify. They also have
the right to classify meteorites according to their timetable, and if they wish they can spend 100 years to
classify a meteorite; of course they can also complete the classification work in a day. They have absolute
rights. So the meteorite dealer will fall into a dependency on the Meteoritical Society. Meteorite dealers have
no right to choose unless they intend to give up sales of meteorites. Then anyone who plans to sell meteorites
will inevitably become slaves of the Meteoritical Society. Because they are like slaves have no right to choose,
regardless of whether the Meteoritical Society treats them as friendly or unfriendly.

If the meteorite dealer intends to sell fake meteorites, can it avoid to be the slaves of the Meteoritical Society?
Under the existing system, the Meteoritical Society is the only judge of the meteorite. They can use this
advantage to arbitrarily extort anybody. If you intend to sell really meteorites, then you have to apple-polish and
bribe them. If you are going to sell fake meteorites, you still have to bribe them. Because they have absolute
authority, if they claim you sell meteorites that are not their classified and named meteorites. Even if you sell is
really meteorite, they can also be said to be false. So only they agree the meteorite dealer so can to sell
meteorites. As for these meteorite is real or fake, It does not matter. The most important is only certified by
the Meteoritical Society the dealers so can sell their meteorites. So even if the meteorite dealer intends to sell
fake meteorites, will inevitably become slaves of the Meteoritical Society .

But the status of meteorite dealers than slaves but also miserable, the following is "Adventures of Huckleberry
Finn (by Mark Twain 《Chapter 16》)" in a section.
“Jim talked out loud all the time while I was talking to myself. He was saying how the first thing he would do
when he got to a free State he would go to saving up money and never spend a single cent, and when he got
enough he would buy his wife, which was owned on a farm close to where Miss Watson lived; and then they

would both work to buy the two children, and if their master wouldn't sell them, they'd get an Ab'litionist to go
and steal them.”
Jim still has the opportunity to escape to the free place, and then through hard work to make money, and save
his family out. But Meteorite dealers have not this opportunity, because the Meteoritical Society has
monopolized the world's meteorite classification and naming. For the meteorite trade, there is no freedom
anywhere in the world!
Since meteorite dealers are slaves, then consumers? The consumer is of course cotton in cotton fields.
Consumers are the crops of those who sell fake meteorites.

Chapter XIV
The Meteoritical Society is a Wolf in Sheep's Clothing
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing from Aesop Fables
“A Wolf found great difficulty in getting at the sheep owing to the vigilance of the shepherd and his dogs. But
one day it found the skin of a sheep that had been flayed and thrown aside, so it put it on over its own pelt and
strolled down among the sheep. The Lamb that belonged to the sheep, whose skin the Wolf was wearing,
began to follow the Wolf in the Sheep's clothing; so, leading the Lamb a little apart, he soon made a meal off
her, and for some time he succeeded in deceiving the sheep, and enjoying hearty meals. Appearances are
deceptive.”

Since the founding of the United States, they have been many opportunities to occupy and enslave the world .
Especially in the late World War II, the United States took the lead made out atomic bombs. If the American
people Willing to imitate the Mongols, they would be able to realize the dream of Genghis Khan - Occupy the
whole world and enslave the people.In history, countless tyrants have this ideal, but they do not have this
opportunity. While the United States has many such opportunities. Especially the United States have the
atomic bomb, the United States can at a very small cost to occupy the world. Why did the American people
not take advantage of these opportunities? Because the United States is a country that pursues fairness and
justice, the American people are reluctant to rely on enslavement to win a happy life.
Every generation of Americans are tirelessly pursuing justice, so that the United States won the trust of the
world. Because the Meteoritical Society is registered in the United States and has been in existence for 84
years, meteorite consumers around the world believe that the Meteoritical Society is as trustworthy as the
American people. Imagine if the Meteoritical Society is registered in North Korea, will someone trust the
Meteoritical Society?

The US government should be one of the cleanest governments in the world. So people tend to think that the
US government will be able to implement the laws well of the United States. And the United States law
attaches great importance to the maintenance of free competition, and crack down on monopolies. On the
FTC website (https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc), you can see this text. :“OUR MISSION Working to protect
consumers by preventing anticompetitive, deceptive, and unfair business practices, enhancing informed
consumer choice and public understanding of the competitive process, and accomplishing this without unduly
burdening legitimate business activity.”
In fact, the Meteoritical Society not only monopolized the meteorite classification and naming of the United
States, but also monopolized the world's meteorite classification and naming. the Meteoritical Society has
become the core of the meteorite trade, and if the behavior of the Meteoritical Society is unjust, then the whole
meteorite trade must be unjust. If the Meteoritical Society is dishonest, then the whole meteorite community
has to lie.

When The meteorites Society was founded, meteorites were of no commercial value. People reported the
discovery of meteorites, just as the report saw a lightning. To be sure, people who report the discovery of
meteorites, or who record the meteorite, are not lying. So there is no need to make any supervision of the
Meteoritical Society. And now, the value of meteorites has undergone tremendous changes, The price of the
meteorite is calculated on a per gram basis, not per tonne. As the Meteoritical Society has been able to have a
decisive impact on the meteorite trade, so this influence involves a huge commercial interest. In this case, the
Meteoritical Society is still not subject to any external and internal supervision.
However, in the ordinary meteorite lovers view, The Meteoritical Society is still a respected academic
organization. In fact, under the temptation of huge money interests, the Meteoritical Society has evolved into a
commercial tool. Interestingly, if the Meteoritical Society is a normal monopolistic business organization, they
damage to the meteorite trade is limited, and the worst case is that the Meteoritical Society charges higher
than the market price. It is a pity that the Meteoritical Society has become a monster. At present the
meteoritical Society is neither a normal academic institution nor a normal business organization. If the
Meteoritical Society becomes a purely commercial organization, the Meteoritical Society will meet all service
requests and charges, as the GIA is doing. If the Meteoritical Society is a purely academic institution, then the
Meteoritical Society should keep their classified information confidential. They should to avoid intervention in
meteorite transactions. Or at least the disclosure of information is correct, the classification process is
transparent. However, the Meteoritical Society is reluctant to provide services to the public and to undertake
appropriate legal obligations. just want to get the benefits from the meteorite trade. The result is that the
Meteoritical Society itself has not made a huge benefit from the meteorite trade, but has successfully used its
influence to disrupt the normal operation of the meteorite trade. the Meteoritical Society to meteorite trade
has a decisive influence, but do not have any legal responsibility, also not subject to any regulatory
organization, will inevitably be use by a small number of powerful people to seek their own interests.

So the "profit" of some of the people in the Meteoritical Society is in fact to sacrifice the reputation of the
American people, corrupt the US government's credit, and use the reputation of most scientists in the
Meteoritical Society. So that the Meteoritical Society is a wolf in sheep's clothing. It is essentially a thief who
relies on the theft of someone else's credit to live.

Chapter XV
The Meteoritical Society is a rogue organization
Why do you need to get a marriage certificate from the government for your marriage? You have sworn
allegiance in front of God, why still necessary to get a marriage certificate?
Of course it is necessary, it is with two meanings.
A, if they to receive a marriage certificate, means that both of your commitment will be subject to legal
supervision.
B, anyone may be to lie, though you have sworn allegiance in front of God, but God's punishment does not
appear immediately, or can not determine whether it is from God. And the punishment of the law is clear and
effective immediately.
So the vast majority of marriage is to apply for a marriage certificate to the government. Only the liar will keep
telling you how he loves you, But he avoided marrying with you. So that he can enjoy the right without any
obligation. Such people are rogues.
GIA provides the public with a diamond identification service and provides an identification certificate to the
consumer, which means that the services provided by GIA to the consumer are true and are willing to be
subject to legal supervision. So it is people who have confidence in the GIA certificate, because it is people
who have confidence in the laws of the United States. Consumers have GIA issued by the identification
certificate, if the GIA lie, consumers can easily prosecute GIA, GIA will face huge compensation and fine. So
all diamonds has GIA certificates can be accepted by people around the world. Or even a diamonds with GIA
certificates can mortgage to the bank. So that the diamond has GIA certificate has the nature of money.
What about meteorites? Although meteorites just as diamonds are also rare, the meteorite's credit is far less
than diamonds, because the authenticity of the meteorite is not protected by US law. as the diamond dealer is
a group of honest people, in order to ensure that consumers buy every diamond is true, they set up GIA, so
that each diamond are subject to US law protection. Of course, they are also for themselves, because they
know that by the American law to protect the diamond, consumers will have the courage to buy. Diamond
protected by US law is more valuable. Imagine, on this planet, which organization's credit can exceed the US
judicial system? GIA founder is really too smart, on the surface for each diamond is issued a certificate is
benefit to consumers, in essence, is more favorable to the seller. They cleverly use the American judicial
system to guarantee credit of their goods.
Niccolò Machiavelli in his 《the prince and the discourses》 said: "Because there are three classes of intellects:
one which comprehends by itself; another which appreciates what others comprehend; and a third which
neither comprehends by itself nor by the showing of others; the first is the most excellent, the second is good,
the third is useless. " GIA's founder is clearly the first class of people; those jewelry dealer who support him is
the second category; and those who oppose him, is clearly the third category ----"useless"
let us see the meteorite community, the Meteoritical Society in order to maintain its monopoly position, and
then extort meteorite dealers, deliberately maintain this absurd meteorite classification and naming system.
they also want to help some meteorite dealers to selling fake meteorites, so they deliberately to create the
chaos identified by meteorites and succeeded in escaping by US law, but at the same time all the meteorites
lost the protection by American law, as they such stupid and greedy behavior .This situation is a heavy blow to
those who want to sell a true meteorite.
The meteorites Society only classifies and names meteorites, but does not produce any certificates to prove
that the meteorite is classified and named by them. The Meteoritical Society behavior is like a Rich playboy
only through false promises to coax women, but do not want to bear the obligation to get married. They are
through this hooliganism to avoid legal supervision and sanctions. The Similarity of the Meteoritical Society
and the rogue is that it all intends to obtain the benefits through false promises, but is reluctant to provide
written guarantees of any of his commitments and to be subject to US law supervision and punishment. So,
the Meteoritical Society is a rogue organization.
Different situation is that the deceived woman are still having the opportunity to find true love and marry
themselves. And the meteorite dealer is not so lucky, even if they know that the Meteoritical Society is a liar,
they have to coming on to the Meteoritical Society, because the Meteoritical Society has monopolized the
classification and naming of meteorites, so they no choice. They can only show strong smile in front of the
Meteoritical Society. Because ordinary slaves do not need show a strong smile to the slave owners. Since the
status of meteorite dealers are as cheap as slaves, then meteorite consumers? They are just cotton.

Chapter XVI
The Meteoritical Society's most happy time
In the movie <The Shawshank Redemption>, the arrival of a young prisoner (Tommy Williams) broke Andy
Dufresne's quiet prison life. The prisoner had heard Andy Dufresne's case in another prison, and he knew who
was a murderer! But when Andy Dufresne asked the warden to a re-trial of the case, he was rejected and was
severely punished by a separate detention in a black house for two months. And in order to prevent him from
having the opportunity to be free, the warden has designed the trap to kill the young man who knows the truth!
There are two questions worth thinking about: A, why does not Andy ask his lawyer for help instead asks the
warden for help? B, why the warden would rather kill the person who knows the truth, rather does not want to
help Andy? Are the warden and Andy having hatred?
Answer A. Andy The mistake is that he thinks he and the warden are an equal partnership. He helped the
warden to make false accounts, and the warden provided him with protection. They are a kind of exchange of
interests. Since it is an equal partnership, then any normal people, Face the need for help in the case, certainly
first thought of friends. Andy thinks the warden is his friend, and then it is normal to ask for help from a friend.
Answer B; and the warden's view is not the case, the warden thinks Andy is his slave. The warden's
understanding of the status of both sides is clearly correct. Andy can only choose to cooperate with the
warden, and the warden does not have to cooperate with Andy. The warden had the option, and Andy did not.
Andy is clearly in a slave position. So So why the warden would rather kill an innocent young man, also let
Andy continue to be his slave?
In this world, humans have two extreme manifestations. There is man who would rather sacrifice his own life to

save the enslaved people. They feel that helping others get free is happy. John Brown is such a person. Of
course there is another kind of person who is get happy in the process of enslaving others. Warden is
obviously this type of person.
If the warden helps Andy get free, Andy will really be a friend of the warden, no longer the slave of the warden.
The warden will lose the chance to control Andy. Andy will certainly continue to help him make false accounts,
so the warden will not be lost the business interests. But like a metamorphosis killer, the only purpose of his
murder is to get pleasure in the process of killing. Victims more pleading, metamorphosis killer will be more
excited. The more painful the victim is, the happier the killer will be. The warden obviously felt that control Andy
in his own hands and mistreated him must be a very enjoyable thing.
The Meteoritical Society and the Warden are obviously a type. If from a commercial point of view, The
Meteoritical Society imitation of GIA to provide the public with meteorite identification services obviously can
get a huge commercial interest. But The Meteoritical Society would rather like a thief, by extorting those who
sell fake meteorite meteorite dealers to obtain economic benefits. The act is to satisfy they metamorphosis
desire. If the Meteoritical Society offers the same services as GIA, they will inevitably lose control of the
meteorite dealer. Then The Meteoritical Society and all meteorite dealers will be in a completely equal
position. And now the Meteoritical Society like a king with absolute authority. All the meteorite dealers have to
crawl at the foot of the Meteoritical Society, otherwise they can not survive in the meteorite sector. So the
Meteoritical Society would rather give up huge economic benefits, but also to hold on to his authority. The
Meteoritical Society is like a Metamorphosis killer, by torturing meteorite dealers to get happy.
So when the meteorite dealer is like a group of Obedient dog surrounded by the Meteoritical Society,
everyone's face is filled with a strong smile; some meteorite dealers because of too excited even shed tears,
When this scene appears is The Meteoritical Society's most happy time.

Chapter Seventeen
What is the meteorite dealer's core competitiveness?
There is a city with two newspapers. One of the newspapers，The newspaper are beautifully paged,
informative and timely, the newspapers are sold at a low price, and most importantly, there are no fake news
stories in the newspaper. Another newspaper, on the other hand, is the opposite. The newspapers are ugly,
the content is scarce, news is not timely, the newspapers are expensive, and most importantly, more than half
of the news in the newspaper is fake news. One of the two newspapers failed in the competition. The average
person surely thinks the newspaper that reported fake news has gone bankrupt. Because no readers will
spend money on fake news.
In fact, the newspaper that never reported fake news went bankrupt. Because the city has a weird law, the
newspaper publishes must be printed on paper supplied by the city government. Because the Press did not
have enough paper to print the newspaper, even readers who were willing to pay a higher price to buy the
newspaper of the press could not buy it. So ostensibly, the Press in this city is free to compete. In fact, the
survival of the Press in this city is determined by the municipal government that monopolizes the supply of
paper. The mistake of the bankrupt Press is that the newspaper is to meet its readers' needs as its core
competency. In fact, the correct approach should be to meet the needs of the municipal government As their
core competitiveness.
So how to meet the needs of the city government? First of all, you have to show to the city government a
strong smile. And there is only report news reporting favorable to the municipality, hiding news unfavorable to
the municipality. If competitors do the same, it is clearly the only way is to bribe the mayor.
The current situation in meteorite industry is like this, meteorite dealer's success is not determined by the
consumers of meteorites, but by the Meteoritical Society to decide. Meteorite dealers no matter how much
consumers love it are impossible to succeed. For example, the meteorite dealer (aerolite.org) is apparently
the most popular meteorite distributor in the world. BUT their meteorites wait 6 years still have not been
classified and named by the Meteoritical Society.
It's hard to imagine that there are distributors in the world have no new product to choose from for consumers
over a six-year period. Even if consumers are extremely loyal, businesses will inevitably face closure. Even if
consumers are willing to buy their meteorites, they also have no meteorites available for sale to consumers.
It's like a publishing house where no paper can print newspapers. IF without the hooliganism of the
Meteoritical Society, aerolite.org may become a Wal-Mart store in the meteorite industry. This is clearly a
benefit for all meteorite distributors, as the emergence of a consumer-appealing company will certainly boost
consumer enthusiasm for meteorite collections. All meteorite hunters will benefit from it. Companies like WalMart, on the one hand, bring cheap goods to consumers, on the other hand, they encourage consumers to buy
more goods and thus to manufacturers.
The current rules of the game, meteorite dealers to be successful, must meet the Meteoritical Society needs,
rather than for consumers. This is obviously very harmful to the entire meteorite industry, because only by
meeting consumers' needs can consumers collect more meteorites and more consumers will participate in
the collection of meteorites. All meteorite dealers can really benefit from it.
So what is the Meteoritical Society need? Any uncontrolled right will use they right to gain commercial interests
for themselves. The sole purpose of the Meteoritical Society is to become a bloodsucker, Exploitation
meteorite dealer and meteorite consumer. Therefore, meteorite dealers have to bribing the Meteoritical
Society to get the classification and naming meteorites is a the inevitable result.
But bribery is a serious criminal act in any country. Therefore, the Meteoritical Society will never collect bribes
from strangers. They only accept bribe from the people they trust. So how can we get the trust of the
Meteoritical Society? It is a good idea to show a strong smile to the Meteoritical Society. But as all meteorite
dealers show a strong smile to the Meteoritical Society, the competitiveness of a strong smile will drops.
Therefore, the meteorite dealers also need to stimulate innovation and strive to find ways to please the
Meteoritical Society. For example, once there was a man who, in order to establish friendship with a
government official, visited the government official's home every day and voluntarily cleaned the underpants
for the official. (Underpants---- an undergarment covering the lower part of the torso and having two holes for
the legs.). This government official was finally touched by his "sincerity," and they finally built a deep friendship
and the official finally collected huge amounts of bribes. This method is obviously suitable for meteorite
industry. Of course, meteorite dealers should also create more similar methods, because this is the core
competitiveness of meteorite dealers, which is obviously the only way to meteorite dealers can be successful.

Chapter XVIII
The Meteorological Society's Harm to Meteorite Trade
Why do people all over the world love gold? The reason is as follows:
A. Rarity
The world produces only about 3,000 tons of gold per year.
B. Durability
Durability is critical for money to perform the related functions of medium of exchange and store of value.
Whether people are willing to collection or invest in a item, this requires durability. Anyone knows that gold has
unparalleled durability.
C. Easily identified
Gold has very unique physical and chemical properties. People anywhere in the world can quickly and
accurately discern gold through a test that is accepted by everyone. So gold can be accepted by everyone in
the world. Precisely because gold is very easily identified, it has been used by people all over the world since
ancient times as the currency.
Why meteorites can not be accepted by most people?
Meteorites are also rare. About 20 tons of meteorites fall into the earth each year, but the meteorites that can
be found by people are clearly far less than 20 tons. Meteorites are obviously more rare than gold. Why the
value of meteorites is not high gold?
Meteorites are also durability. Stone meteorites in the interior environment, we can think of it as durable as
gold. Iron meteorites under reasonable storage conditions, also as durable as gold in a very long period of
time. In general, meteorites have the same durability as gold.
The biggest difference between meteorites and gold is that the public can not identify meteorites because
there is a rogue organization ----- the Meteoritical Society. First, the Meteoritical Society does not provide
meteorite identification services to the public. but at the same time the Meteoritical Society distributes false
information of meteorite classification and naming to the public. The Meteoritical Society use this shameless
means to successfully stop competitors from appearing. As a result, no agency is available worldwide to
provide meteorite identification services to the public. Even if consumers are willing to spend money can not
get meteorite identification services.
If a public can not identify the items, who will buy and store it in large quantities? Even if a few people are
willing to store meteorites, these few people can not sell their collected meteorites to other people. Human
instinct will have a fear for strange things, like a people suddenly entered a black house without any light,
anyone’s reaction is fear. So no one willing to buy the goods that they cannot identify. This is why meteorites
have far more rarity than gold but the price of meteorites far from gold.
So the Meteoritical Society has made the value of meteorites thought to be seriously undervalued. Meteorites
should have been a perfect financial investment product, but now they can only be cut into pieces as a
souvenir to sold on eBay. Because consumers do not care too much about the authenticity of a souvenir.
Without The Meteoritical Society's intentional disruption of meteorite identification service, meteorite
dealerships should have been like a successful gold dealer, but now it looks like a hawker selling souvenirs in
the scenic area.
The meteorite community is indeed unlucky, due to the existence of the Meteoritical Society, so that the
meteorite industry into a quagmire of slavery. Even more unfortunate is that it happened to meet a stupid slave
owner. Clever slave owners often have be supported by slaves. A clever slave owner, if capable of allowing
slaves to lead a better life and treat them well, will naturally have be loved by slaves. For example, Germans of
the 1930s supported Hitler. Although the Germans were not free at that time, they got the bread they wanted.
Very unfortunate the Meteoritical Society is a greedy and stupid slave owner. The Meteoritical Society Instead
of expanding the meteorite trade scale to gain greater returns, the Meteoritical Society sought ways to reduce
the supply of true meteorites. Their Stupid way is to deliberately reduce the number of named meteorites and
encourage some meteorite distributors to selling fake meteorites.
It's like a farm where slaves are too much. Instead of trying to open up more land, the slave-owner tries to
save some more money by starve to death some slaves. This meteorite dealer (aerolite.org) is like a
particularly capable slave, and his only downside is that he need eat too much. Although assigned to
aerolite.org workload more than 10 slaves, its appetite is equivalent to five ordinary slaves. Cruel slave-owner
would only give rations to a common slave, while also let this unlucky slave to do 10 jobs. The slave owner
intends to starve this slave to death in this way. So we can see this phenomenon that the meteorite from this
meteorite distributor (aerolite.org) although it has been waiting for 6 years still had not been classified and
named. Their sole purpose is try to starve to death this good appetite slaves. So the meteorite dealers are
Very unlucky, under the rule of the Meteoritical Society, they have neither freedom nor bread.

Chapter XIX
The Meteoritical Society is a wall between consumers and meteorite dealers
People all over the world know diamonds are rare. At present, the world produces 20 tons of diamonds each
year. At same time meteorites that fall to Earth every year are also about 20 tons. but most of the meteorites
fall into the sea and no man's land. Obviously meteorites are more rare than diamonds. Why the price of
diamonds is far more than meteorites?
The price of goods is determined by demand and supply. Not all rare things are more valuable, such as the
Shameless degree of “The Meteoritical Society” is very rare in academia , but consumers will not pay for
shameless, so The Meteoritical Society has no value. Although the rare degree of meteorite more than
diamond , but the demand for diamonds far more than meteorites. So diamond is more valuable. So why the
demand for diamonds will far exceed the meteorite it? Because the diamond industries have GIA such
accreditation agencies act as a bridge between consumers and suppliers.
We can imagine, if the diamond industry does not have a GIA accreditation body, but by a "Diamond Society"
organization to rule the diamond industry. Diamond dealer’s sell diamonds no longer provide testimonials; just
tell consumers the "name" of the diamond they are selling, at same time simply "orally" promise the diamond's

authenticity. If your girlfriend received such a diamond ring, she must think you are a liar.
However everything considered absurd in the diamond industry is happening daily in meteorite sales.
Meteorite dealers often introduce their meteorites after; will add a word, "Please rest assured to buy." This
sentence really has a sense of humor. Consumers will real rest assured to buy? Meteorite dealers say this
sentence is intended to deceive consumers? Or intend to deceive them? Every one of us during the growth
process surrounded by lies. The sign of a person's maturity is to have reasonable suspicion of everything.
Which adult would believe in your promise based solely just on the phrase "Please rest assured to buy"? If
you just sell a few dozen dollars of meteorite slices, consumers may be risk to "rest assured to buy." If you let
a person to spend hundreds of dollars more than the cost buy a commodity without any guarantee its
authenticity , consumers will definitely not "rest assured to buy!" Without a GIA-like meteorite appraisal
agency, consumers are completely at a very disadvantage when buying meteorites. If consumers feel he is in
such an unequal position, consumers will immediately terminate the transaction. Meteorites are not necessities
of life; consumers have the option to give up the purchase. Therefore, it is impossible for meteorite dealers to
treat consumers as slaves and force them to buy meteorites.
Thanks to the GIA, anyone who does not know the diamond can buy the world's best diamond appraisal
service at a fraction of the cost. Let consumers and diamond dealers completely in an equal position.
Assuming that there is no such agency as GIA, only diamond experts in the world will dare to buy diamonds
with confidence. How many people have this ability in the world? There may be a few thousand people; There
may be a few tens of thousands of people. This means that without GIA, there are only tens of thousands of
potential customers worldwide for diamonds. And because of the existence of accreditation bodies like the
GIA, billions of people around the world can buy diamonds "with confidence."
The meteorite industry is really unfortunate, not only there is no organization to provide meteorite identification
service like GIA, but there is a rogue organization--- The Meteoritical Society. This rogue organization
successfully prevented consumers around the world from obtaining meteorite identification services. This led
to the meteorite dealer potential customers can only be an expert in the field of meteorites, how many people
have this ability in the world? There may be only a few hundred people in the world. In addition to these
hundreds of people can be "assured" to buy meteorites, the world's people can not "assured“to buy
meteorites. This is why meteorites are far rarer than diamonds, but the price of diamonds far exceeds the
meteorites. The Diamond's potential customers are billions of people around the world, while the meteorite's
real potential customers are only a few hundred people only.
The Meteoritical Society has success built a wall between billions of consumers and meteorite dealers
around the world. The Meteoritical Society successfully prevented consumers from learning about meteorites
and successfully prevented meteorite dealers from introducing meteorites to consumers. The Meteoritical
Society is the Berlin Wall for the meteorite industry. The Meteoritical Society not only let the meteorite industry
lost free , it also imposes huge economic loss on the meteorite industry.
What is more disgusting is that The Meteoritical Society attributed the downturn in the meteorite industry to
there are too many distributors. The Meteoritical Society seeks to reduce the number of meteorite distributors
by removing outstanding companies(like aerolite.org). If meteorite dealers serve just a few hundred people
who dare to "Rest assured purchase" meteorites with ease, then the existing meteorite dealers are really too
many. If Meteorite dealers it serves billions of potential customers around the world, there are too few existing
meteorite dealers. The meteorite industry is really unlucky, controlled by this shameless, stupid mobster
organization.

Twentieth chapter
Meteorite dealers are like this beggars who use gold plates to beg
Stock is a great invention. The core value of a stock is that it allows the holder of stock to buy and sell stocks
freely. Shareholders, whether holding 1 share or holding 100 million shares, are free to trade on the stock
market equally. If the stock rules, the stock can only buy, can not sell; then certainly no one will invest in the
stock. Because any investment must be made to satisfy investors who can easily and quickly sell his
investment items when they need cash. This is the most basic feature of any investment. Anything suitable as
an investment item, whether in kind or in securities, must fulfill this requirement.
So gold is a good investment and anyone can sell gold to anyone when him needs cash. The hamburger is
obviously not a suitable investment items, first of all, hamburgers are not suitable for preservation; the most
important thing is that no one has the ability to sell a few hamburgers quickly sold to another stranger. but the
holder of the stock can sell it to another stranger quickly and easily, even with one stock. Apparel is clearly not
suitable as an investment item. no one can sell the garment he bought for $ 100 to a stranger for $ 100. Even
if he bought from a clothing store just a moment ago . Obviously no one can quickly sell the garments they
hold. So no one make clothing as an investment item.
Meteorites are obviously well-suited as investment items. Meteorites have all the characteristics of gold, but
more rare. With the improvement of prospecting technology, the amount of gold will be affected by human
factors, and the increase of the number of meteorites is completely controlled by God. So now people
whether the purpose of buying meteorites is to invest it? Obviously not. Ordinary people mainly meteorite as a
"toy" to buy. If an ordinary person buys a meteorite as an investment item, then when he needs to sell the
meteorite in exchange for cash, he will find that he simply can not sell the meteorite him holds. Why is this
phenomenon? Because there are no institutions in the world that provide meteorite identification services,
investors find he has no way of attesting the authenticity of the meteorites he sells when he plans to sell the
meteorites he holds.
And all this is caused by the Meteoritical Society. The Meteoritical Society In order to be able to control the
meteorite industry forever, deliberately let the meteorite identification into chaos. If the meteorite industry has
a GIA-like accreditation body, then each meteorite is bound to have a certificate. Then the public can very
conveniently sell the meteorites he holds or buy meteorites with confidence. Meteorites are bound to become
an investment (or savings) item if consumers are not concerned that the meteorites they hold can not be sold.
The current situation is that because the public can not identify meteorites, no one can rest assured to buy
strangers meteorites from stranger, which makes the meteorite traded into a vicious circle. Ordinary people do
not buy strangers' meteorites because ordinary people are worried about buying fake meteorites. Since
ordinary people fear that the meteorites they own can not be sold to strangers, ordinary people will not buy
and hold meteorites in large quantities. So the meteorite from a very suitable investment goods into a "toy."
only some experts in the field of meteorites can safely buy these "toys." The current situation of the meteorite
industry is ordinary people simply can not sell meteorites held by him. Only meteorite dealers have a chance
to sell meteorites on ebay. Consumers who buy meteorites are all meteorite enthusiasts, their purpose of
purchase is only buy small amount some meteorites as a "toy."

If the meteorite can change from a "toy" to an investment item, it will have a huge impact on the meteorite
industry.
A; If the meteorite is only a kind of toy, so just a few thousands of people all over the world are willing to spend
money to buy this toy . If the meteorite as an investment goods, then willing to buy meteorite as investment
and savings billions of people will be. The market demand for meteorites will tremendous growth.
B; meteorites as a "toy", the average number to buy is very limited. Who will spend huge sums of money to
buy many "toy"? If the meteorite can be used as an investment item for investment (or saving), the meteorite
purchase quantity will be unlimited. People can hold hundreds of millions of dollars in stocks, gold, diamonds.
but no one will spend hundreds of millions of dollars to hold a bunch of "toys."
C; If meteorite become an investment goods, then every meteorite will be required to identify and issue a
certificate. This will inevitably have a huge demand for meteorite identification services. Even if 100,000
meteorites enter the market each year, the annual demand for meteorite identification is above $ 10 million.
This will make every individual or company that have capable of providing meteorite identification services
profitable.
D; most importantly, if a meteorite becomes an investment item. Meteorite Trading volume is bound to be
enormous. The complexity of meteorite trading no less than the stock trading, the public if have a large
number of transactions of meteorites, will inevitably commission to meteorite dealers. Meteorite dealers wil
get immensely benefit from acting meteorite trading just like stockbrokers.
The reality is that meteorite dealers have had to show their intense smile frequently to the Meteoritical Society.
in order to sell "toys" to hundreds of people who dare to "buy" meteorites with confidence, they has to
begging the Meteoritical Society to categorize and name their meteorites. So that their meteorites can be sold
to those who do not need certification certificate consumers. But how much is the purchasing power of these
people?
Meteorite dealers really a group of Worthy of sympathy. If without the rogue organization ----the Meteoritical
Society, they would have had the chance to get huge commercial profits. but now Meteorite dealers are like
this beggars who use gold plates to beg！

The twenty-first chapter
The Meteoritical Society is a cuckoo
Some species of birds thrive not by carefully rearing their own young, but by pawning that task off on adults of
other species. The European Cuckoo, whose distinctive call is immortalized in the sound of the "cuckoo
clock," is the bird in which this habit has been most thoroughly studied. Female European Cuckoos lay their
eggs only in the nests of other species of birds. A cuckoo egg usually closely mimics the eggs of the host
(one of whose eggs is often removed by the cuckoo). The host may recognize the intruding egg and abandon
the nest, or it may incubate and hatch the cuckoo egg. Shortly after hatching, the young European Cuckoo,
using a scoop-like depression on its back, instinctively shoves over the edge of the nest any solid object that it
contacts. With the disappearance of their eggs and rightful young, the foster parents are free to devote all of
their care to the young cuckoo. Frequently this is an awesome task, since the cuckoo chick often grows much
larger than the host adults long before it can care for itself. One of the tragicomic scenes in nature is a pair of
small foster parents working like Sisyphus to keep up with the voracious appetite of an outsized young
cuckoo.
The Meteoritical Society was founded in 1933. As the Meteorological Society's taxonomy existed before the
rise of the meteorite trade, meteorite dealers did not create GIA-like accreditations the imitation of diamond
sales. Instead, they sold meteorites using the meteoritical classification of the Meteoritical Society. This is a
very serious mistake made by them. This is equivalent to the meteorite dealer to give up his own trademark.
For diamonds, the diamond the meaning of the trademark includes two parts; <A> is the authenticity and grade
of the diamond. <B> is the brand of a company that makes jewelry. For meteorites, meteorites and the
authenticity of the grade is almost representative the meteorite all the meaning of the trademark.
Consumers impossible be experts in all fields. So consumers buy any kind of product can only be based on
the brand of the product to buy. For example, if a consumer wants to buy a drug, consumers impossible
become a drug expert and personally identify the drug before purchasing the drug. He can only be in
accordance with the brand name of the drug to buy. Similarly, if a consumer wants to buy a car, he impossible
become an expert in the car field, he have to buy according to the car's brand. All publicly traded goods in the
world have their own brands. All trademarks are owned by the seller and the trademark credit is responsible by
seller. although the seller is responsible for the trademark ,at the same time the seller also enjoys the benefits
that the brand offers him. Businessman is probably the most trustworthy person in the world. Not because
businessmen are all ethical people, but because good business credit can bring huge benefits to business
people.
However meteorite is an exception. The meteorite's trademark is controlled by a rogue organization. The
Meteoritical Society controls the meteorite brand, naturally it can controls the meteorite trade, of course, can
also be successful to controls the meteorite dealer. It is precisely because the meteorite trademark is not
controlled by the seller, so the seller does not need to be responsible for trademark credit. So led to the sale
of fake meteorites on the market many sellers. This seriously hurt the interests of consumers, of course, but
also more seriously hurt the meteorite industry. For consumers, one seller sells genuine meteorites, and
consumers do not think all meteorite dealers sell real meteorites. As long as there is one seller selling fake
meteorites, consumers will assume that all meteorite dealers sell fake meteorites. This is like one mouse
feces fell into a bowl of soup, although the mouse feces is small, but this bowl of soup can not drink.
Although the Meteoritical Society controlled the meteorite brand, the rogue organization was not motivated nor
capable of maintaining the meteorite brand's credit. Because for those who control the Meteoritical Society, it
is impossible for them to reap the benefits of maintaining the meteorite profession's credit, BUT then
controlling meteorite dealers can make a lot of profit. As meteorite industry has a good credit ,Then the one
who gets the most benefit is the meteorite dealer. If the more people who sell fake meteorites, the more
meteorite dealers who sell real meteorites will need the help of the Meteoritical Society. The more the
Meteoritical Society can control the meteorite dealers, and the more profit can be gained through extortion
meteorite dealers. Meteorite dealers should understand this truth, "meteorite industry into chaos, the victims of
the deepest is meteorite dealers, the biggest profit for the Meteoritical Society." It is like a society without a
crime, the police will be the lowest status, and the public the most profitable.
Consumers buy meteorites for the first time, often because they trust meteorite dealers. but the commercial

credit accumulated by each purchase was held by the Meteoritical Society. The meteorites distributors are try
to sell more meteorites by the Meteoritical Society'standard, the more credits the Meteoritical Society has
accumulated. The result is that the Meteoritical Society has more control over meteorite dealers. It is like a
rogue government that charges heavy taxes on the people and uses more money to build more troops. the
army that built with taxpayer money use to suppress and control taxpayers. Therefore, meteorite dealers sell
more one meteorite; their neck rope will tighten a little more. Meteorite dealers are like poor birds that help
others raise children. This is even more tragic than being a slave, for no slave will go all out to work for the
slave-owner, but anyone will at any cost to raise his own offspring.

The twenty-second chapter
The Meteorological Society's Classification criteria is bound to plunge the meteorite trade into chaos
Hotel ratings are often used to classify hotels according to their quality. From the initial purpose of informing
travellers on basic facilities that can be expected, the objectives of hotel rating has expanded into a focus on
the hotel experience as a whole. Food services, entertainment, view, room variations such as size and
additional amenities, spas and fitness centers, ease of access and location may be considered in establishing
a standard.
In short, the evaluation of the hotel must take into account the hotel's comprehensive factors. The level of the
hotel is determined by a number of factors in the hotel. If there is a hotel evaluation criteria that only evaluate
the advantages and disadvantages of the beds, while ignoring all the other factors, then such a rating system
is useless. Anyone would think this is absurd. If you want to promote this comic evaluation system, it is bound
to make hotel consumption into chaos.
However, for the meteorite industry, this absurd act actually happened. The meteorite value is also composed
of many factors. For example, the composition of meteorites, the quality of meteorites, the appearance of
meteorites, meteorite fusion crust, Oriented Meteorites and so on. The current meteorite trade uses the
standards set by the Meteoritical Society. The standard set by the Meteoritical Society is simply the
classification and naming of Meteorite composition. Sale of meteorites using the Meteoritical Society's
standard is equivalent to selling hotel services solely based on the size of the hotel's beds and ignoring
others.
For meteorite collection and investment, investors are most concerned about the value of meteorites. The
meteorite value is composed of many factors. The composition of the meteorite meteorite is only part of the
total value. The Meteorite appearance , the quality of meteorites, fusion crust ,Oriented Meteorites will all
affect the orientation of the value of meteorites.Very regrettable, Meteorite dealers do not create a Suitable
formeteorite collection and investment standards. they use the classification criteria only suitable for scientific
research , will inevitably make consumers confused and lead the entire meteorite industry confusion. The
Meteorological Society's classification criteria are only suitable for scientific research and are not suitable for
meteorite collections and investments.
So it would be absurd to applythe Meteoritical Society's standards to meteorite sales. The Meteorological
Society's standards are only suitable for the classification and naming of meteorite components, and the value
of this part is only to about 30% of the overall meteorite value. The remaining 70% of the value is commercial
standards. This is really funny, A commercial activity uses a standard of scientific research. So even if the
Meteoritical Society is a very fair organization that will keep the meteorite trade into chaos, let alone the
Meteoritical Society is an out-and-out rogue organization. The purpose of the Meteoritical Society is not to
make the meteorite trade more equitable but to gain personal gain for its actual controllers.
For meteorite dealers, the more orderly meteorite industry, the more able to attract consumers to invest in
meteorites, meteorite dealers, of course, the greater the profit. Then for the Meteoritical Society, the more
disorganized the meteorite meteorite industry, the easier it is for the Meteoritical Society to control meteorite
dealers and profit from blackmailing meteorite dealers. So meteorite dealers using the Meteoritical Society's
standards to sell meteorites are a form of suicidal behavior. This behavior is bound to plunge the meteorite
trade into a vicious circle and lead to the collapse of meteorite dealers. If meteorite dealers continue to using
the Meteoritical Society's standards to sell meteorites ,there is a vicious circle as follows:
A>Meteorite industry into chaos will surely lead to consumers do not trust meteorite industry.
B>Consumers do not trust meteorite industry will lead to sales of meteorite dealers in trouble.
C>Defective distributor sales have led some meteorite distributors to sell fake meteorites.
D>A large number of fake meteorites on the market will inevitably lead consumers more to do not believe in
the meteorite industry.
E>Consumer distrust of the meteorite industry will spread like a plague, causing more consumers to refuse to
collect and invest meteorites.
F>More and more consumers refuse to invest in meteorites will inevitably lead to a more underestimated price
of meteorites.
G>Meteorite prices have been significantly undervalued, resulting in meteorite dealers have to support the
Meteoritical Society to reduce the classification and the number of named meteorites.
H>the Meteoritical Society have the right to narrowing the classification meteorite will surely get more control
over meteorite distributors.
I>The greater the rights of the Meteoritical Society, they have more capable to mess up the meteorite
industry.
J>A very confusing meteorite industry will lead more consumers to refuse to collect and invest meteorites.
K>A industry with a shrinking consumer base will surely make meteorite dealers even more bogged down
until most meteorite dealers go bust.

The twenty-third chapter
Is The Meteoritical Society the only standard?
A man decided to buy himself a pair of shoes. He measured his feet but left the measure on his seat, and

went to the market without it. When he found the shoes he wanted, he gave an exclamation of dismay:
" Why？I forgot to bring the measurement!"
He hurried home to fetch it.
By the time he got back to the market, the fair was over; so he failed to buy his shoes.
"I Why didn't you try the shoes on?" someone asked him.
" I trust the ruler more than my feet," was his reply.'"
Anyone who thinks this guy is silly, he would rather believe his measurements than his feet. In fact, in life,
people are making similar mistakes generally, but people are nohey did not realize they were making the same
mistake. Meteorite dealers are making the same mistake. This fool thinks buying shoes can only use his
measurements . The meteorite dealers believe that sales of meteorites can only use the Meteoritical Society
standards.
In fact, these meteorite dealers made more serious mistakes. A person just believe his measured and give up
buying shoes, what is his loss? He can buy again the next day. Anyway, money is still in his own hands.
Meteorite dealers, on the other hand, sell meteorites only on the basis of the Meteoritical Society standard,
this means they giving up billions of consumers worldwide for hundreds of consumers. The Meteorological
Society's standards are obviously designed to study meteorites and are not suitable for meteorite collections
and investments. The Meteoritical Society's standards are complex and difficult to understand. Any average
person can be confused by hundreds of categories. More importantly, this classification method is
meaningless and harmful to ordinary people collecting and investing meteorites. Just as a hotel pricing is
based on sheets, and there are hundreds of bed linen in the hotel, and the price for each type of bed linen is
not the same, this behavior enough to scare away any one customer. Imagine if the sale of diamonds is
divided into hundreds of varieties based on the composition and origin of the diamonds. How many people in
this world are willing to buy diamonds?
Meteorite dealers mistakenly think that consumers only buy meteorites classified by the Meteoritical Society.
The truth is that the overwhelming majority of consumers give up buying and storing meteorites because of
the Meteorological Society's classification criteria. Only a handful of consumers who understand the
classification criteria of the Meteoritical Society will buy meteorites. This is like a shoe store selling only one
size of the shoes, customers come in to buy shoes, of course, will only buy this one size shoes. However, the
shoe store owner mistakenly think that customers only buy this size shoes, in fact, he has given up the vast
majority of customers. Waiting for his ending can only be bankrupt. Therefore meteorite dealers use the
Meteoritical Society classification criteria to sell meteorites is not wrong. Their mistake is why only use one
standard to sell meteorites it? The Meteoritical Society's taxonomy can only meet a very small number of
consumers. Why can not design a new taxonomy suitable for the vast majority of consumers to sell
meteorites?
No one forces meteorite dealers to sell meteorites in accordance with the Meteoritical Society's standards.
Nor is there any national law order that sells meteorites based only on the standards of the Meteoritical
Society. Meteorite dealers mistakenly thought they could sell meteorites only as the Meteoritical Society's
standards. The consequence is that meteorites dealers are tightly controlled by the Meteoritical Society. In the
meteorite reseller's perspective, meteorites not classified by the Meteoritical Society are not meteorites and
refuse to sell such meteorites. What a stupid act ah. Why meteorite dealers can not develop their own
classification criteria? In fact, meteorite dealers sell every meteoriteIt is their own to provide consumers with
meteorite identification. The Meteoritical Society just provides a taxonomy. Please note that meteorite dealers
bear the legal obligation to the authenticity of meteorites. so Meteorite sales standards should have been
determined by meteorite dealers, but they voluntarily gave up such a right. Meteorite dealers in the meteorite
trade only obligations and no rights. The Meteoritical Society, however, has only rights and no obligations. This
unfair behavior led to their pitiful situation. To gain access to the Meteoritical Society's classification, they did
not hesitate to Begged from the Meteoritical Society like a dog, and even had to pay bribes to the Meteoritical
Society. How foolish and humble it is.
In the movie "12 Angry Men," almost all people make the wrong judgment because of prejudice. But the
members of these juries prejudice are just indifferent to the fate of others, while the meteorite dealer's
prejudice is hurting their own interests. One of the reasons the value of meteorites is seriously underestimated
is because consumers do not accept the Meteorological Society's standards, if meteorite dealers will continue
to face huge economic losses if they continue to use the only one standard to sale meteorites. Even an ant
who also knows to defend his interests, and as a businessman, because of prejudice and stupid and allow
themselves suffer to a huge economic loss is shameful. Of all the mistakes made by humankind, the saddest
thing is that they do not know their own interests and do not know how to defend their own interests. Wrongly
let enemies as friends, and used by the enemy to harm their own interests.

END
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